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Bath
Shower system combines 
function, aesthetics
GESSI brings dramatic style to the show-
er with its new SpotWater Collection of 
swiveling tubular showerheads. Designed 
with a nod to iconic spotlights of the theat-
rical stage, the shower system is bold yet 
refined, notable for its seamless merging 
of classic elegance and raw industrial chic. 
Choose from four different aerators to 
customize water flow options, including 
rain, mist, waterfall and multi-spray. The 
easily installed wall-mounted showerheads 
are fully adjustable with flexible joints that 
allow each to be precisely positioned.
gessi.com

Tub fillers pair urban 
flair with performance
ISENBERG expands its Serie 250 
collection with industrial style 
in great demand to include a trio 
of extraordinary tub fillers. The 
company captures the essence of 
a metropolitan vibe with the Serie 
250, from boldly curved silhouettes 
to the cleverly knurled handles. 
The end look is chic and cool with 
a hint of modern edge and bravado. 
Choose from three configurations: 
a Roman tub faucet with three-hole 
deck mount; a wall-mount design 
with two handles; and a freestand-
ing floor-mount faucet.
isenbergfaucets.com

Vanities bring craftsmanship, 
style to bathroom
LENOVA launches a line of bathroom vanities fully 
made in the U.S. with two distinctive models that 
represent all the best American innovation, technol-
ogy and traditional craftsmanship. The Manhattan 
is a clean, modern design with straight lines and 
mitered details on the modified shaker doors. The 
Classic collection offers a softer silhouette with an 
arched curve to its sides and elegantly tapered legs. 
Both are thoroughly stylish, feature ample surface 
and storage spaces, and are artfully designed for the 
practicalities of daily living.
lenovasinks.com

Collection with 
knurled details 
available for bath
NEWPORT BRASS
adds to its selec-
tion of bathroom 
fixtures with the 
Muncy Collection, 
which was previously 
available only for kitchens. The artistry of knurled 
elements perfectly complements a clean, contempo-
rary canvas. This industrial fusion pairs a distinctive 
knurled handle and engine shell with a simplistically 
beautiful bent tube spout. It includes faucets, tub 
and shower sets, Roman tub sets, towel bars, robe 
hooks and toilet paper holders. As with the kitchen 
version of Muncy, the bath collection is available in 
25 decorative finishes.
newportbrass.com

Drains offer rustic, 
industrial feel
SONOMA FORGE presents a 
selection of coordinating drains 
for the bathroom, designed to 
retain functionality and per-
formance. The shower drains 
are reminiscent of industrial 
grates, with a solid, forged look 
and nickel-bronze tops. These ADA-compliant drains come in 4-inch square, 5-inch square, 
6-inch square, 4-inch round and 6-inch round. The lavatory drains offer a flip-top drain that 
is stylistically engraved with the brand’s water wheel logo. A soft-touch drain and a grid 
drain are available.  | sonomaforge.com
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